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Here you can find the menu of Not Just Pizza in Sicklerville. At the moment, there are 18 dishes and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Not Just Pizza:
my wife gave them a 9 I gave them a 7, so it's 8, the four stars are. the pizza was a cheese sizilien and was

definitiw above average. cruste was beautiful and baked and very full, not overcooked and crispy! the sauce was
also not your standard sauce! Personally I think that the sauce could use a little fine tuning, but it was definitely
better than most. the price was average, but for the quality it was extremely ey... read more. The diner and its
premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User

doesn't like about Not Just Pizza:
very annoyed with my delivery wanted I baked wings didn't get that should be a question for the person who got
the order and a garden salad I ordered, with no crumbs no i got brown salat no gurke and of course there where
crouton is very annoyed read more. In Not Just Pizza, a restaurant with Italian dishes from Sicklerville, original

Italian cuisine, with main courses such as pizza and pasta, is available to you, For a snack in between, the
delicious sandwiches, small salads, and other snacks are suitable. Naturally, they also offer you with delicious

pizza, baked straight from the oven in traditional style.
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Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

�ngerfoo�
ONION RINGS

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Meal�
TURKEY CLUB

Past�
STROMBOLI

PRIMAVERA

Sauce�
MARINARA SAUCE

MARINARA SAUCE

Ingredient� Use�
BROCCOLI

ONION

CHICKEN

CHEESE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TURKEY

CHICKEN BREAST

WRAP

SANDWICH

PANINI

PIZZA
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